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About Infrastar
Infrastar is a specialist Computer Networking and
Infrastructure company located near Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire – the UK’s expanding centre for
Cyber Tech innovation. We are a growing team of IT
specialists providing comprehensive solutions from
assessing current network environments to
designing and full-scale network implementation,
offering a comprehensive range of services with
complete, seamless IT solutions.

Our Services

We work collaboratively with our clients to meet their
deadlines and specific project needs.
Having unique industry reach-back to leading industry
experts ensures we are at the forefront of
technological advancements, knowledge we use to
help clients future proof their networks. Our Select
Partners help us to give our clients direct access to
professionals in specific fields. We are also vendor
agnostic trusted value-added resellers, working
directly with Distributors and working continuously to
develop our partnership statuses to provide our
clients with the best prices available.

As experienced IT specialists, we understand the
importance of being flexible and dependable. No two
businesses are the same and we tailor our services to
each client’s unique requirements, catering for
everything from niche specialist requests to full
network deployments or hardware/software supply.
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Bespoke Services

We offer a host of services, strengthened by our Select
Partners, to provide you with a complete, easy and seamless
solution. Please find below an outline of the services we offer.
To find out more, please do not hesitate to contact us!

Evaluation of your current system setup to ensure it is
sufficient and secure.

IMAC
(Install, Moves, Adds and Changes) Services
A consistent, professional IMAC service covering all
day-to-day activities managing your IT estate, installation of
hardware/software and all associated data transfers and user
orientation, including:

Install
business needs.

Pre-delivery preparation, testing, unpacking and
connecting new hardware and all peripheral devices with
waste packaging removal and any additional testing
following a script.

Design Services to produce a tailored solution for SME to

Move

Consultancy advice on the best solutions for your specific

Enterprise scale networks and user requirements.

Build & Deploy, from upgrading existing networks to

Full assets disconnection and package management to
ensure safe transit to the new location, reconnection at the
new location and ensuring hardware is functional.

implementing new infrastructures.

Add
Installation of internal/external hardware into current
equipment and standard software installation following
vendor/distributor instructions.

Hardware &
Software
Trusted Suppliers
OUR SERVICE LEVEL
24 hour turn around for all queries
and quotation requests

Change
Upgrading/downgrading of current computer systems with
full verification testing on completion.

Imaging Services
Accelerating your system deployment using one of our
custom-built Configuration Suites with up to 125 build port
capacity per suite. Working with our Select Partner engineers,
we can complete the staging for you so that you are fully
resourced to handle the deployment of the equipment upon
delivery by our logistics team.

Hardware Installation
Configuring client computers, including hard drives,
motherboards, memory, keyboard replacement, CPUs and
internal webcams. All work is performed by a fully trained
engineer in one of our fully equipped configuration suites with
ESD static safe environment.

Asset Disposal
It is becoming increasingly important for organisations to be
fully compliant with all UK/European legislation when it
comes to IT disposal schemes. We can assure such compliance
and can help with:
WEEE disposal
End of lease
Warranty replacements and end of life

Asset tagging and reporting services making identifying,
tracking and securing your assets easier, simpler and more
affordable, allowing you to easily integrate new assets into
your existing asset management systems and receiving an
email report at your chosen frequency.

People Resourcing

Data Destruction

Access to registered engineers ranging from low-skilled smart
hands, desktop deployment, 1st line to 3rd line support, server
specialists to network specialist engineers. On-Demand
Resource Solution allowing you to switch on and off your
resource requirements to manage your needs and costs. Using
our trusted pool of tested and referenced engineers before
going to the marketplace, all engineers are selected to suit
the solution.

Deployments
A complete managed deployment service from single PC to
multi-thousand PC IT estate rollout, regardless of product or
vendor, including, but not limited to, solutions design, project
management, asset discovery and management, data back-up
and migration and installations.

Best price first time

Recycling
Working with our Select Partners, we are constantly evolving
our processes abiding by the ISO 14001 Environmental
Management System to remain compliant with the
ever-changing and demanding regulations. Our careful
selection and approval process of our downstream partners
helps us achieve our 0% LANDFILL POLICY and 100% REUSE
POLICY for all waste streams. You can be assured that your
computer disposal has been handled and processed in an
ethical and legal manner.

Asset Management

Access to industry experts, in-house
technical team and discounts

Data destruction and removal services guaranteeing 100% data
information security to HMG CESG standards. Certificated
proof of erasure and destruction for every hard drive or data
bearing asset, including any media bearing items, with full track
and trace audit trail and itemised reporting.

Dedicated sales and technical
account managers, providing
high quality service

Collaborative approach
working with clients

Server Rack & Stack
Through our Select Partners, a unique Server and Storage Rack
and Stack Service enabling you to install your server/storage
systems in your rack at a specialist, enterprise integration
centre with up to 10 racks in parallel prior to shipping. The
completely assembled, ready to run rack arrives at your
chosen location leaving you to plug it into your core
infrastructure to complete the setup.

Trial Kit and Sample Cabling
available on request

Use Cases

Our Select Partnerships

Complete Laptop Service

Consultancy

Infrastar orchestrated and
supplied a client with

Our consultancy services support clients
to make their networks more efficient.
We recently worked with a company to identify
their scope of requirements and, as a result,
they decided to re-tender their IT
requirements with our assistance.
To achieve this, we ran 3 sessions:

1000

laptop bundles,
each comprising of the following:
Laptop
Bag
Port replicator
Mouse
Keyboard
All laptops were imaged with the client’s
pre-supplied image and all items were asset
labelled in accordance with the client's existing
asset management system. Additionally,
all packaging was removed and all waste was
100% recycled through re-use, combined
with our Select Partners’ 'zero landfill' policy,
prior to delivery. This not only reduced our
carbon footprint but ensured that our client’s
delivery was efficient with zero packaging to
dispose of which can be time consuming with
large scale deliveries.

Data Centre
Infrastar supplied a new up and coming tier 3
data centre business with all their hardware
requirements. The client was looking to obtain

HIGH PERFORMANCE
NETWORKING EQUIPMENT
and required a number of different estimates
to evaluate the best option going forward for
their use cases. Infrastar were happy to help
the client explore the various options put
forward and work with them to ensure they
received the best price possible and the
specification they required.

Session 1
1-day workshop with the Leadership team
to build a full picture of their network,
infrastructure and user requirements with
written follow up covering the outcome of
the session.

The Packet Company's focus has been to create
top-quality solutions to some of the common
problems that network and test engineers
encounter.
A key part of this has been to make products that
are open and flexible, allowing users to enhance
and extend, reconfigure and integrate them with
other systems and providing a high degree of
future-proofing.
The product range provides users with an intuitive,
informative and easy to use graphical environment.

Session 2
1-day workshop with the Leadership team
to review supplier service requirements
and finalise tender specification. This was
followed up in writing and sent out to all
relevant parties.

Session 3
1-day virtual session to tidy up/consolidate
the work undertaken and to discuss any
further project requirements.

Severn Hosting offers a tailored hosting environment
to meet your businesses needs or you can choose
from our Service offering which includes:
These split sessions allowed for reflection and
discussion, before locking down collectively.
This approach ensured consideration of all
future requirements and business plans and
enabled the client to outline and document
their current network/infrastructure/user and
IT support requirements. They were able to
draw up their entire network specifications
and IT support requirements to support their
planned tender. All aspects such as security,
useability, disaster recovery, etc. were
scrutinised, adding/taking away any
necessary/unnecessary services providing a
more efficient and cost-effective way of
working, allowing the client to plan their
long-term vision of growth with ease
and confidence.

Managed Cabinets
Unmanaged Cabinets
Add-on Data Centre options available
Development infrastructure services
Tier 3 Data Centre with N+1 Redundancy
Arrangements for loaned equipment from other
vendors can be organised if requested
Access to premium suppliers ‘show piece’
equipment for research and test activities
Client owned equipment and Supplier loaned
equipment can be removed from the hosting
environment at the end of the hosting agreement
Clients have the ability to sanitise equipment with
security concerns
Dell servers available for rental
Cisco data centre network
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Infrastar Limited
Avionics House - Suite 7A,
Kingsway Business Park,
Newhaven Road,
Quedgeley,
Gloucester,
GL2 2SN

Working hours:
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